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Wii?
Who WE are

Who makes the enabling environment

At country level

- Leadership of MoH EPI or Supply Chain Management team
- National Logistics Working Group

At global level

- Siloed by fundamental?
- Passionate
What WE do together

*What does an enabling environment achieve*

- Evidence-driven continuous improvement
- Shared theory of change

...Immunisation Supply Chain is kilometres ahead
How WE engage

*How does an enabling environment work*

**Technical**: The easy part in many respects
- Public, Private, NGO, South to south

**Comparative advantage**: How the WE fits us all together

**Reach**: At scale vs project based

**Political**
- East African Community
- Addis Declaration on Immunisation: “Focus on building data-driven supply chains to safely and reliably deliver potent vaccines to all people.”

**Resources** (scaled to aspiration)

**Urgent?**

**Especially how WE engage to support countries and with each other**
Results WE deliver
*Telling our story through (increasing) data*

**Contributing to country progress on**
- Coverage & equity
- Availability, Potency, Efficiency and Risk Mitigation
- Fundamentals

- Immunisation Supply Chain is kilometres ahead
What does enabling mean for “WE”

Enabling means:

- **Getting up**
  - Can’t just sit on the couch
  - Can’t just push some buttons and hope your score is high enough
- **WE need to engage fully**
  - Supporting countries
  - Supporting each other
  - Supporting improvements in cEVM scores
  - Supporting Availability, Potency, Efficiency, and mitigating Risks.
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**Challenge to you:** This week, reach out directly to someone working in another part of the iSC space. Ask how your work can contribute to their, and our, shared success.